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About the book: BioDesign: Nature + 
Science + Creativity by William Myers is 
published by The Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) in New York and Thames & Hudson 
in London. BioDesign presents recent design 
and art projects that integrate with living 
systems. 

Hardcover: 288 pages
Illustrations: 467
Dimensions: 10.2 x 8.3 x 1.2 inches
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0500516278
ISBN-13: 978-0500516270





Publication Details: 256 
Pages, 250 color illustrations, 
Hardcover

Publisher: Thames & Hudson, 
London
 
Author: William Myers

Foreword by Suzanne Anker, 
Founding Director of the Bio Art 
Lab at the School of Visual 
Arts, New York 

Text contributors: Wythe 
Marshall, Julia Buntaine, 
Mariam Aldhahi 

Featured artists include: Mark 
Dion, Eduardo Kac, Vincent 
Fournier, Patricia Piccinini, Julia 
Lohmann, Anna Dumitriu, Uli 
Westphal 



Why is bioart important?

Shifts in: 

 1. Definitions of life and nature

 2. Notions of identity as related to genetic 
determinism, epigenetics

 3. Our interconnections with the environment and 
one another



“By definition art is an anthropological 
practice…the role of the artist is to unveil 

codes not yet articulated within a 
culture…to look for new forms known but 

as yet not understood.”
—Susan Hiller, 1996







































Clockwise from top left: 

Plate 88 from Kunstformen der 
Natur (Art Forms in Nature), 
Ernst Haeckel, 1904

Study for an Electric Light, 
Hendrik Berlage, 1914

Fifty Sisters, Jon McCormack, 
2012

Plate 17 from Kunstformen der 
Natur (Art Forms in Nature), 
Ernst Haeckel, 1904

   





























Clockwise from top left: 

Film still from Cremaster 3, 
Matthew Barney, 2002

TV Cello, Nam June Paik and 
Charlotte Moorman, 1971

Max Ernst, Human Form, 1931

Vincent Fournier, Post-Natural 
History, 2012–ongoing 

   















Social Justice Side Note: WTF?

“Sometimes I feel Paik doesn’t really think of me as Charlotte Moorman. 
He looks on me as a work of his.” –Moorman, 1975









Example: Charlotte Jarvis: En Posse 



Example: Charlotte Jarvis: En Posse 





www.m21d.org/education

















Max Ernst (1891 – 1976): 
“Surrealism, in turning topsy-turvy the 
appearances and relationships of ‘realities’ has 
been able to hasten, with a smile on its lips, the 
general crisis of consciousness which must 
perforce take place in our time.” 





BIODESIGN = A design project that is:

WITH / FOR / ABOUT

BIOLOGY
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BIODESIGN 
Resources for Teachers 
and Students



http://www.biodesignchallenge.org/

http://www.badaward.nl/
3 Winners each receive 25.000 euros to create new work





















A proliferation of awards, books, conferences, and courses 
have materialized.  



Milan Triennale: Broken Nature, 2019, Paola Antonelli, 
et al): approximately 125 objects and projects



Progression: beauty, monumentality, familiar designers, rising talent, 
new research, practical applications, art



Centre Pompidou: La Fabrique du Vivant, 2019, “Life’s Factory,” 56 
objects and installations, survey selection offering a timeline. 



Centre Pompidou: Veering towards the ‘dark, dangerous, dank’ impression, aesthetics of a cave



V&A Museum: Fashioned from Nature, 2018,  (Edwina 
Ehrman): Chronological presentation, 300+ objects



Examination of fashion’s mixed relationship with nature, highlighting 
impacts; including use of whalebones up to latest experiments in lab-
grown materials



Cooper-Hewitt Triennale: Nature, 2019, (Lipps, McQuaid, et al): 
work from 62 different designers or teams, approximately 100 
objects, organized by intention. 



Organized around coherent themes representing INTENTIONS: 
Understand, Simulate, Salvage, Facilitate, Augment, Remediate, Nurture



Middle floor between new content: categories of objects from the 
collection: Japanese Katagami, Embroidery, Paisley, Bathing Beautiful, 
Plastics (tortoiseshell), Opening in Fall: Botanical Lessons, Cochineal, After 
Icebergs, Botanical Expressions





Collaboration
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• Be aware of common hurdles (language, IP, 
work processes)

• Examine the publications of the person or lab

• Invest time in figuring out how to link your 
goals with the work of the lab







Collaboration Request: Email Sample 1
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Hello Ms. Scientist Person,

I am a designer from the MIT Media Lab working on a groundbreaking project to integrate 
microbes that live on plant roots with traditional ventilation systems. 

This concept could be a way to make current, inefficient, mechanical ventilation systems 
obsolete. This would directly benefit business and residents who rely on these systems, by 
dramatically lowering the energy consumption and maintenance cost of ventilation. As a bonus, 
using these plants and microbes together inside buildings looks beautiful and has a healthy, 
calming effect on people inside. 

Since your lab works on some of these microbe species, can you help us with some analysis? We 
want to see how well these microbes absorb indoor air pollution. We have some preliminary 
figures based on research from Delft University, but need to build more evidence before we can 
apply for further funding, to scale this project up to have a meaningful impact. 

I propose a call to discuss research and learn more about how we can work together next 
Monday. Can this work for you? 

Best regards,



Collaboration Request: Email Sample 2
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Dear Dr. (Name)

Congratulations on your having your recent paper on microbial absorption published in the 
journal Nature. This work has been illuminating for me and my collaborators at the MIT Media 
Lab on a project to apply such research to improve industrial design. In particular, your lab’s 
findings about bacterial species that can absorb micro-particulates are like a missing link for us, 
as we try to use these species to extract pollution from indoor spaces. 

Could we ask you a few questions about your research? It would be helpful to learn about how 
you managed to solve certain problems to support your experiments and arrive at your results. 
Also, if our project interests you, then perhaps we can discuss a collaboration. We are currently 
writing a proposal for funding from the Wellcome Trust and could potentially partner with your 
lab as co-applicants. 

More about the project: we seek to harness the ability of microbes like the ones you study to 
absorb indoor air pollution by integrating them in plant fixtures. If successful, this design may 
replace energy-hungry, mechanical ventilation systems using industrial fans and filters. And our 
research finds that the natural plants have a positive psychological impact on the architecture’s 
users. 

Could you be available for a call to discuss on Thursday or Friday morning this week? 

Thank you,



Conclusions
• Be skeptical of popular culture’s representations of 

biodiversity

• Learn how to read scientific papers, know what journals to 
look at [begin with Nature and Science] 

• Ask questions! Reach out to the scientific community

• Identify and understand keystone species, like oysters, ants, 
and beavers















Tips for Collaboration by Tony Cho

Free Download: www.biology-design.com

Includes: 
FAQs 

Further reading
Resources to check regularly, including journals 

and website

http://www.biology-design.com/
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